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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a generalization of Datalog that operates on periodicity constraints over integers. We develop a closed-form bottom-up evaluation procedure for this class
of constraints. We also develop a closed-form bottom-up query evaluation procedure for the
class of periodic constraints combined with gap-order constraints. We provide complexity
bounds for the query evaluation procedures. We extend this approach to combinations of
0 1998 Elsevier
classes of constraints over disjoint domains in the framework of Datalog.
Science Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Generalized
databases
[9,10,19] are infinite databases
that can be represented
using finite sets of generalized (or constraint) tuples. A number of query languages
over such databases have been studied. The proposed query languages differ with
respect to:
?? the underlying
inference mechanism
(first order vs. deductive)
?? the constraint
language used.
In this paper we study generalized Datalog programs (function-free
logic programs)
that operate on constraint tuples in the place of ground atoms. This idea comes from
constraint
logic programming
[7] and allows declarative
specification
of problems
not solvable using the standard Datalog framework
(e.g., reasoning about infinite
sets of integers).
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Our work generally follows the conventions in [IO]: In particular, constraints
(constraint tuples 3, are built out of a given set of atomic constraints over integers
using finite application of conjunction and quantifier elimination (cf. Definitions
2.1 and 4.1). A generalized relation is a finite set of quantzjier jiee formulas over
the same set of variables that correspond to attributes of the relational schema of
the relation.
Intuitively, a constraint represents the set of tuples that make the constraint true,
when used as valuations. The meaning of a generalized relation is then the union of
the sets of tuples corresponding to the individual constraints. In this way we can query infinite relations by performing all the necessary operations with respect to their
finite encoding using constraints.
Example 1.1 (Examples of constraint relations). The following examples show the use
of constraints to represent finite and infinite relations over integers in a generalized
database.

P(lJ)
R(x,y): - x + 5 < y
R(x,y):-x=3
(y+ 1)

tuple of arity 2 representing the set { (x,y) 1x = 1 A y = 2)
generalized tuple { (x,,v) / x + 5 < y}(order constraint)
{(x>Y) I3 d ivi d es x - (y + 1)) (periodicity constraint)

The last two tuples represent infinite sets of integers. Constraint tuples can be
combined using conjunction to produce tuples of higher arity in a natural way. Also,
periodicity constraints over integers can be combined with order constraints, e.g.,
R(x): - 0 < x,x =5 3>x < 1000000.
This constraint represents the finite set {3,8,. . .999998}. Nevertheless, the constraint representation is much more compact than the explicit representation of
the same set and potentially leads to more efficient query evaluation.
In this paper we define a finite representation for periodic sets of integers. Periodic
sets are useful for encoding and storing information about periodic activities in temporal databases, such as schedules, workflows, or experimental data. In addition, we
show how such constraints can be combined with other classes of constraints over
integers - gap-order constraints [12] and equality constraints over integers.
Applications of both periodicity and order constraints over integers can be found
in several areas, including temporal databases where the time component is isomorphic to integers. The constraints are used to represent possibly infinite sets of time
points [9,19]. Periodicity and order constraints also serve to formulate general integrity constraints over temporal databases [8].
Example 1.2. A simple example of a Datalog program that uses integer constraints is
a database of airline connections between cities (cf. Fig. 1). A natural query over
such a database is “Can I get from Paris to Toronto on Monday starting at 8 a.m. or
later and arrive no later than 5 p.m. “? This example takes the advantage of both

3 In the constraint setting the distinction between an atomic constraint
mainly because the atomic constraints
do not have to be “nary.

and a constraint

tuple is blurred
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% Database of connections:
connection(paris, london, X, Y):X = HoniO:OO(mod iday),
Y= Honll:30(mod lday).
connection(paris, london, X, Y>:Sun23:59 < 2, Z < SatOO:OO,
Z = HonOO:OO(mod lday),
X = Z+14:30(mod 7days.I
Y = Z+lG:OO(mod 'Idays).
connection(london, toronto, X, Y>:X = Tuei4:30(mod 'Idays),
Y = TueiG:SO(mod 7days).
connection(london, toronto, X, Y>:X = Frii4:30(mod Tdays),
Y = FrilG:SO(mod 'Idays).
% Change times for airports
changetime(london, X, Y) :- X+3O<Y.

% flight every day

% and weekdays

% twice a aeek
7,on Tuesday
% and
% on Friday

% 30' to change planes

% Planning of trips:
trip(From, To, Start, End) :connection(From, To, Dtime, Atime),
% IS’ check in
Start+lSDtime,
% 20' baggage claim
Atime+20<End.
trip(From, To, Start, End) :trip(From, Change, Start, Atime),
trip(Change, To, Dtime, End),
% specific for airport
changetime(Change,Atime,Dtime).
Fig.
I. ExampleofDatalog
query that uses integer constraints

in an essential

way.

periodicity
and gap-orderconstraints.
Note that time units used in this example need

to be converted to a common unit in our case a minute; lday is then just a
shorthand for 1440; similarly MonlO: 00 is 2040, and the notation X =MonlO: 00
(mod lday ) is a syntactic sugar for the constraint X ~14402040. The representation
of the inherently periodic information (like “flight every day”) is very natural using
periodicity constraints. The conditions of the type “you need at least 15 min to check
in” are easily captured using gap-order constraints.
The main contribution of this paper is the definition of a closed-form bottom-up
evaluation procedure for Datalog programs with integer periodicity and order constraints. This language can be used as a simple but very expressive query language
for temporal databases. The evaluation for gap-order constraints is based on the results in [ 12,131. The proposed bottom-up evaluation procedure has polynomial data
complexity. 4 Also, a general method for incorporating various classes of constraints
into Datalog is studied.

4 Under

few mild restrictions.
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work

There are other proposals that introduce classes of infinite integer relations into
various query languages and define closed-form bottom-up evaluation procedures
for Datalog over these constraint classes: Datalog with (gap-)order constraints
was introduced in [12]. In [9] relational calculus over generalized relational databases
with order constraints and linear repeating points was studied (a linear repeating
point has the form {c + kn / n E 2) for some fixed integers c and li and is just a different notation for a periodicity constraint). However, the proposed approach was
limited to first order queries and thus simple inductive queries such as transitive closure could not be expressed. It is not clear how to adapt this approach to Datalog
because of no obvious termination argument. Moreover, our approach tries to keep
the different classes of constraints separate as long as possible (the only nzeeting
points are the quantifier elimination and the consistency checking procedures). This
arrangement provides a potentially more general framework, which could be adapted to combinations of other constraint languages over the integers.
Another approach comes from the area of temporal databases. In [4,5] Datalog
was extended with a limited use of the successor function symbol (the use is restricted
to a single distinguished argument in each literal). In this way it is possible to represent infinite periodic sets of integers using Horn rules. But it is not clear how to add
constraints to this language and maintain its computational properties. In particular,
order constraints are not expressible in this language. Also, the unary successor symbol is used in the deductive layer on top of the database. Our approach allows a representation of the infinite relations to be directly stored in the database. Another
extension of Datalog was proposed in [2]. This extension combines linear repeating
points, order constraints, and unlimited use of successor function. The resulting language is very expressive, but the termination of query evaluation cannot be guaranteed.
There are also many proposals to extend a-first-order language (e.g., the relational
calculus) with constraints [lo]. However even the simplest extension beyond (gap-)
order constraints, e.g., inclusion of the linear arithmetic constraints leads immediately
to nontermination in the case of Datalog.
Summarizing: [ 12,131 cannot handle periodicity constraints, [9] cannot handle recursion, [4,5] cannot handle ordering, and [2] does not guarantee termination. Our
language is thus another step towards a tractable and expressive query language
for temporal databases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the definition of a
finite representation of periodicity constraints together with all the operations needed for the closed-form bottom-up query evaluation. Section 3 describes the bottomup evaluation procedure itself and proves its correctness and termination. The complexity of the evaluation procedure is also analyzed. Section 4 deals with the combination of the periodicity constraints with order constraints. Again, correctness,
termination, and complexity results are presented. Section 5 shows how constraints
over integers can be combined with constraints over other (disjoint) domains, e.g.,
uninterpreted database constants. The paper is concluded with a few open problems.
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2. Periodicity
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graphs

This section describes a graph-based representation of periodicity (congruence)
constraints. The representation together with the operations defined on it serves as
the basis for the closed-form bottom-up evaluation of Datalog programs with periodicity constraints.
2.1 (Periodicity constraint). Let K be a finite set of natural numbers
(modulo factors) and %‘Ka set of formulas defined inductively as follows:
1. x, ok (Xi + c) where xirx, are variables,k E K, and c E (0:. . . k - l}.
2.~,~~cwherex~isavariable,k~K,andc~{O,...,k-1).
3. If Cl) C, E VK, then C1 A Cz E %YK.
4. If C E VK, then 3x.C E +ZK.
Let C be an element of %YK
and let X be the set of variables in C. Then we call C a

Definition

periodicity constraint over variables X.

A constraint built only using rules (2) and (3) is called a simple periodicity constraint.

In the context of Datalog we can restrict our attention to the class of simple pewithout losing expressive power (cf. Section 4). This restriction
allows a more efficient query evaluation procedure. However, the general theory developed in the section can be applied to other logic-based query languages over generalized databases with periodicity constraints, e.g., to conjunctive queries, where
such simplification might not be possible.
Constraints in VK are used in place of (ground) atoms during the bottom-up evaluation. They are directly represented using graphs as follows.
riodicity constraints

2.2 (Periodicity graph). Let G = (No, Eo) be a complete undirected graph
over n + 1 nodes such that NG = (0, xi, . . ,x,} and all edges e E EG are labeled with
a pair of positive integers EC(e) and fiG(e ) w h ere O< bn(e) < UG(e). We call G a
periodicity graph (of arity n) over variables xi, . . . ,x,.
We define ~(x,y) := ac((x,y)) and &(x,y) := &((x,y)) for x,y E NG.
Definition

Disjunctions of periodicity constraints can be represented by a finite set of periodicity graphs.
Note that the periodicity constraints do not represent symmetric relations (with
the exception of b(xi>xj) = 0). Without loss of generality we assume that the nodes
of the graph are indexed by integers and thus can be ordered. This allows us to assume that the constraint between any two nodes of a given periodicity graph always
relates the node with the lower index (the node 0 having index 0) to the node with the
for i < j. To obtain the constraint for
higher index, i.e., xi E tlc(xi,xj)xj
+ PG(x;,xj)
x,,x, (in this order) we use the following equivalence:
Xl EkXj+C

W

XjEk

Xi+(k-C).

Thus it is sufficient to represent every constraint between any two variables by a
single edge in the corresponding periodicity graph. To link the graph-based representation with the notion of constraint satisfaction we use the following definition:
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Definition 2.3 (Assignment). Let G be a periodicity graph over x1, . . . ,x, and
t9:{o,X~,...,X,}‘z
be an assignment of integers to nodes 0, xl, . . ,x, such that d(O) = 0. We say that 6
satisfies G (8 b G) if
VXi,Xj

E NG:

6(XJ

E! cIG(Xi,Xj)ti(Xj)

6(X,)

C LlC(Xi,Xj)

+ PG(Xi>Xj)

d(Xj)

-

i <j

for

pc(X,,Xj)

fOY

i > j.

We call G a satisfiable periodicity graph if there exists an assignment 29 such that
ti 1 G.
We use the periodicity graphs to represent conjunctions

of periodic constraints:

Definition 2.4. Let G be a periodicity graph over x1, . . ,x, and C a periodicity
constraint over the same set of variables. We say that G is equivalent to C if for all
assignments 8

The following definitions and lemmas show that every constraint in +ZKcan be represented by a periodicity graph of the appropriate arity. The graph is defined inductively with respect to the structure of the constraint using the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let C = (Xi Sk xj + c) be a periodicity constraint and G a periodicity
graph
aG(Xi,Xj)

{xi, xi}
where
over
‘%(O,xi) = @G(o,Xj)
=
1, PG(O,Xi)
= k, and aG(Xi,Xj)
= C. Then G is equivalent to C.

=

PG(O,Xj)

=

0,

Proof. Immediate from Definitions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.
Lemma 2.6. Let C = (xi Ek c) be a periodicity constraint and G a periodicity graph
over {Xi} where Q(O,X~) = k and pG(O,xi) = c. Then G is equivalent to C.

Proof. Immediate from Definitions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.
To combine constraints over the same variables we use the following proposition

Fl.
Proposition 2.7 (Chinese remainder theorem). Let kl, k2 E IV, 0 6 cl < k,, and
0 6 c2 < k2. Zf gcd(kl, k2) divides ICI- ~21 then there exists a unique c such that
x=k,

b+c,)Ax-kz

(y +

c2)

-

x --lcm(k,.kz)

(v + c),

where 0 < c < lcm(k,, k2). Otherwise x =k, (y + cl) Ax z_kz(y + ~2) is inconsistent.

This proposition allows us to form conjunctions of the periodicity constraints
over two given sets of variables into a single constraint over the union of the variable
sets or to show inconsistency of the original constraints. This idea is immediately reflected in the following algorithm that allows us to compute a conjunction of two periodicity graphs (more precisely, its output is a periodicity graph equivalent to the
conjunction of the constraints represented by the input graphs):
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1 (Conjunction). Let Gt and G2 be periodicity graphs over the sets of
variables Xand Y, respectively. We construct the periodicity graph G = Gt A GZ over
X U Y as follows.
1. Let NG = NG, U NG* be nodes of graph G.
2. If for any edge (x,, Xj) E EG, n E, the condition
Algorithm

gCd(CIG,(Xi,X,),tlGz(XirXi))

divides

IflG,(Xi,Xj)

-

bG2(XirXj)I

is violated, then the conjunction of G1 and Gz is not satisfiable and no graph is produced.
3. Otherwise we label the edges (Xi,xj) E EG as follows:
lcm(%
aG(Xi:

Xl)

(Xl>Xj)

E EG,

n&l3

MG, (X!>Xj)

(Xi>X,)

E EG,

-

Ec2.

aG1 (Xir Xl)

(XiTX,)

E EG?

-

EG,,

(XirXj)r

MGz(XirX,))

=

i 1

otherwise,
(x,, Xi) E EC,

n

EC,,

(Xl,Xj)

(Xi,Xj)

E EC,

-

E,

/1G2(Xi,X,j)

(Xi,X,)

E

;l,
‘G(Xi’x’)

=

1

EGz -E,;j,

otherwise,
1, 0
where 0 < yi,- < xG(x;,x,) is the unique solution of the equation
n, = MG, (Xi~~j)x,
as in Proposition 2.7.

f

pG,(Xi,Xj)

AXI

c

aGz(Xi,Xj)Xj

f

bG?(X!,Xj)

We use following lemma to show the correctness of this algorithm.
Lemma 2.8. Let Cl und C2 be periodicity constraints over the sets of variables X and Y,
respectively and G1 and GZ periodicity graphs equivalent to Cl and Cz, respectively. If
Cl A C2 is satisjiable then there exists a periodicity gruph G = G1 A GZ over X u Y
equivalent to Cl A Cl.
Proof. Let r9 b Cl A C2 be an arbitrary

assignment. Then 29k Ct and r9 k C2 by the
assumption 6 k Gr and 19b G2. Proposition 2.7 and condition (2) of Algorithm 1
allows combining the constraints over the same pairs of nodes to a single and unique
constraint. Because by the assumption the conjunction of the constraints is
satisfiable, 6 1 Gt A GZ.
On the other hand, if ti 1 G = Gr A GZ, then obviously 29b G, and 29\ G?. By the
assumption 6 k Cr and 8 k Cl, and thus 6 k C, A C,.

Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.8 allow us to construct a graph representation of an arbitrary periodicity constraint C E +ZKby induction on the structure of C:
Theorem 2.9. Let C E %?Kbe a satisjiable periodicity constraint over XI,. . . ,x,,. Then
there exists a periodicity graph G over the same set of variables equivalent to this
construint.
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Proof. By induction on the structure of C. Base case follows from Lemma 2.5 and

Lemma 2.6. The induction step follows from Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.11.
Note that equivalent constraints can be represented by different periodicity
graphs. We introduce a notion of a normal form of periodicity graphs. The normalization algorithm also serves as the consistency checking algorithm: When checking
whether or not an assignment of values to any two nodes of a periodicity graph satisfies all the constraints represented by the graph, we need to check all the paths between these two nodes in general. To avoid this problem we use the normulform for
the periodicity graphs, where only a single edge needs to be checked for satisfaction.
Definition 2.10 (Normal form). Let G be a periodicity
normal form if for all x;, xj, xk E No

(x, -I&,.X,) (“j + P&:X,)))
(xi

-gcd(~c;(x,.rr).rc(x~.*,))

graph. We say that G is in

*

Cxj

+

(Bc(x~,-xk)

+

BG(Xk~X~)l))r

where gcd(x, y) is the greatest common divisor of x and y.
Lemma 2.11. All periodicity graphs in normal j&m are satis$uble.
Proof. Let G be a periodicity graph in normal form over nodes XI,. ,Xk. By
induction on k: Base case (k = 0): G contains a single node 0 and no edges. Clearly
d(O) = 0 is an assignment that satisfies all the constraints. Assume that all periodicity
graphs in normal form over k - 1 nodes are satisfiable. Thus for a subgraph G’of G
with nodes 0,x1, . . ,xk-] there is a satisfying assignment 29’. We extend this
assignment to .Ykas follows: we define the set xk as follows:

x,

: =

{x:

x

SG(O”q)

A

x

-z,+,

A

. . . A

S’(O)

,s)
x

d’(xI)

+

/MO,Xk)

+

&&I

-x(;(*I-,,*i)

d’(Xk-I)

,xk)
+

B&k-I,.%)).

This set is nonempty: if it were empty, some of the constraints defining & would
have to be inconsistent and this would violate the assumption that G is in normal
form. Now we let
XE

{O,X,,...,Xk-I},

x=xkA\Y&.

Clearly 19b G and thus G is satisfiable.
2.12. Periodicity graphs G1 and G2 are equivalent if ti k Gt _
for all assignments 19.

Definition

I? k GZ

To check satisfiability of a periodicity graph we use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.13. A periodicity graph is satisfiable if and only ifit has an equivalent normal
form.
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Proof. Let G’ be a periodicity

graph in normal form equivalent to G. Then G is
satisfiable by Lemma 2.11. On the other hand, if G is a satisfiable periodicity graph
then there is an assignment 19such that it satisfies every simple path between any two
nodes of G. Because G is a finite graph, there are only finitely many simple paths
between any two nodes, each of which is finite itself. Along every such path we can
compose the constraints into a single constraint over the endpoints of the path. A
conjunction of the resulting constraints must be satisfiable (this follows from G being
satisfiable) and gives an assignment for the normal form of G.
2 (Periodicity graph normalization). Let G = (Nc,Ec) be an arbitrary
periodicity graph. The following algorithm computes the normal form for any
satisfiable periodicity graph and fails for unsatisfiable periodicity graphs.

Algorithm

repeat
for X,>XjE NG do
for Xk E NG - {O,Xi>X,}do
gcd(~G(xi,xk),
aG(xk,xj)))
M := lcm(aG(xi,xj),
if M divides IPG(Xi,Xj)- (flG(&,Xk) -t pc(XkTXj))l
then
c(G(X,,Xj):=A4
PG(Xi:Xj) I= 1;

else
no graph can be produced and the algorithm fails
while &G(Xi,Xj) changes for some i, j
where 7 is the unique solution of the pair of congruences xi +_(l,..Y,ix, + &(x,, xi) and
X, --gcdl?&,..ll~x&x,)) X, + PC(Xi,Xk)+ BG(xk,xj) as in Proposition 2.7.
For a closed-form bottom-up evaluation, two additional operations on the periodicity graphs are needed. The first one is quant$er elimination (constraint projection).
Algorithm 3 (Projection). Let G be a periodicity graph over a set of variables X and
x E X. We construct the periodicity graph G’= rc,(G) over the set of variables
X - {x} as follows.
1. Let G” be the normal form of G.
2. Let G’be (Nc,, - {x}, EQ, - {(x, y) jy E EG”}) and the labeling of the edges in G’
be a restriction of the labeling in G”.
Lemma 2.14. Let C be a satisjiable periodicity constraint over a set of variables X,
x E X, and G a periodicity graph equivalent to C. Then the periodicity graph
G’ = n,(G) over X - {x} is equivalent to 3x.C.
Proof. Let 29be arbitrary

such that 19k C. Clearly, d b G as well. Then obviously

~(9b 3X.C iff ti + G’.
Note that the ‘iff is preserved because the graph G” is normalized, i.e., all paths
between any two nodes are ‘implied’ by the edge between these two nodes. In the case
of the simple periodicity constraints, step 1 in Algorithm 3 can be omitted.
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The last operation on the representation of periodicity constraints is the subsumption checking. This operation is used in place of duplicate elimination used in ground
Datalog.
Definition 2.15 (Subsumption). Let G1 and G2 be periodicity graphs over the same set

of variables. We say that Gi subsumes G2 if for all assignments 6: 6 k G2 implies
6kG1.
2.16. Let GI and GZ be normal periodicity graphs over the same set of
variables. Then G1 subsumes G2 iffor every edge (x,y):
1. uG,(x, y) divides aG2(x, y) and
2. bG, hY> = bG, (X1 J’) mod xG, (%Y).

Lemma

Proof. Immediate from Definitions 2.11 and 2.18.

During evaluation of a DatalogEz program we often need to rename the variables
in a constraint. Similarly we need to “rename” nodes in a periodicity graph that represents such constraint.
Definition 2.17 (Renaming). Let 0: {xi,

. ,x,}

. . , v,} be a renaming function
Let G’ be a periodicity graph over

+ {q,

and G a periodicity graph over {xi,. . . ,x,}.
{vi,. . . , v,} such that

for

PG(Xi,
xj)
uG(Xi,

where vi < Uj if

i < j.

Xj)

-

/jG(Xi,

Xj)

Xi@

<

Xjtl,

for x;@> xjt?,

We denote G’ by GO.

Lemma 2.18. Let G be a periodicity graph equivalent to the periodicity constraint C and

I3a renaming function. Then GO is equivalent to CO.
Proof. Immediate from the definition of periodicity graphs.

3. Datalog

with periodicity constraints

The previous section introduced a finite representation of periodicity constraints.
This representation is used in the bottom-up evaluation of DatalogEz programs - periodicity graphs serve as the elements of the computed interpretation. DatalogSz programs are defined naturally as follows:
3.1 (DatalogEz program). An atom is a predicate symbol with distinct
variables as arguments. A DatalogGz program is a finite set of clauses of the form

Definition

A +- C,B ,>..., Bk.
where A and B,, . . . , Bk are atoms and C is a satisfiable periodicity constraint in VK.
Moreover, we require that the head of the clause has the form A(x, , . . , xk) where k is
the arity of A.
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Note that the usual Datalog constants are not allowed here. This is not a problem;
the constants can be added using the technique from Section 5. The restriction on the
head of the clause guarantees that all the results produced for this particular predicate symbol are over the same set of variables.
In a DatalogEz program (with constraints from UK) every integer constant can be
modeled by its remainder class in the additive cyclic group with lcm K elements 21,~.
Thus, all the operations on numbers are performed in a “modulo” arithmetic.
We define the interpretation of a Datalog” program with respect to constraint
interpretations given below.
Definition 3.2 (Named periodicity graph). Let P be a Datalogzz program, R a
predicate symbol that occurs in P of arity k, and G a satisfiable periodicity graph
over the set of variables {xl,. . . ,xk}. We call the pair (R, G) a named periodicity
graph.

An r-interpretation
is a set of named periodicity graphs. We extend the subsumption relation as follows: A named periodicity graph (A, G) is subsumed by an
=-interpretation I if G is subsumed by a periodicity graph G’ for some (A, G’) E I.
Named periodicity graphs take the role of ground atoms in the standard bottomup evaluation of Datalog.
3.3 (TP,). Let P be a Datalogzz program.
periodicity graphs (an =-interpretation). We define

Definition

Let I be a set of named

G is the normal form of GI 8, A

. A G,,,Q, A Gc,

(A, 7~~~~)
(G)) is not subsumed by I},

where l+‘(A) is the set of free variables in A and 8; is the renaming
to FV(G,) as in Definition 2.17.
{xl > . >+V(G,)l>
Let TPt(Z) = I and TP!!(Z) = TP, (IE’g’ (I)) for i > 0.

from

Note that the nodes of the periodicity graphs are “renamed” using the variable
names in the associated subgoals of the clause; the conjunction operation is then performed with respect to those names (similarly to the natural join). The standard bottom-up evaluation algorithm remains the same as for ground tuples (i.e., all the
modifications needed for the evaluation of constraint queries are encapsulated in
the definition of the TP, operator).
evaluation). Let P be a DatalogEz program and I and
J two variables over =-interpretations.

Algorithm 4 (Naive bottom-up

I := 8;
repeat
J := I:
I := TP,(Z)
while J # I;

return I
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The rest of this section gives the proofs of correctness, termination, and complexity bounds for this algorithm.
3.1. Correctness
We show that Algorithm 4 produces the same result as the standard fixed-point
iteration of an immediate consequence operator over ground interpretations.
Definition 3.4 (Immediate

a ground interpretation
TP(Z)={AO:

consequence

operator over ground interpretations).

and P a DatalogSzprogram.

Let I be

We define

A~D,B,,...,B,EP,O~D~~~B~OEZ},

where 0 is a valuation.
We use the following definition to relate the z-interpretations
pretations.
Definition 3.5. Let Z be a ground interpretation

to the ground inter-

and Z, an =-interpretation.

We define

a relation
Z-Z,

iff Z={AO:(A,G)~Z,andO~G}

for G a periodicity graph and 0 a valuation.
The
The relation N defines the meaning (semantics) of the =-interpretations.
ground interpretation I can be viewed as a set of unrestricted relations [lo]. To show
that the bottom-up evaluation on =-interpretations gives the same result (with respect to -) as the fixed-point iteration of the TP, we first show that a single application of TP and TP, preserves -.
Lemma 3.6. Let I be a ground
I N Z=. Then TP(Z) - TP,(Z,).

interpretation

and I, an G-interpretation,

such that

Let A0 E TP(Z). Then there is a clause A t C,Br , . . . , Bk E P such that
0 /= C and B;O E I. By the assumption there are (B;, Gi) E Z, such that 0 k G;. Thus
G = x~(~)(G~ A . . . A Gk A Gc) exists and (A, G) E TP(Z=).
On the other hand, if (A, G) E TP(Z,), then there is a clause A t C, B, , . . . , Bk
in P such that (Bj, G,) E Z, and G1 A . . A Gk A Gc is satisfiable. Let 0 be the satisfying valuation. Then by the assumption BjO E I and by the definition of TP
A0 E TP(Z).
Proof.

Lemma 3.7. The immediate consequence
(preserves suprema of directed chains).

operator

TPI is monotonic

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.6 as TP is monotonic

and continuous

and continuous [l 11.

Now we prove the correctness of the closed form bottom-up evaluation algorithm
by relating the iteration of the standard TP operator on ground interpretations to the
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iteration of TP,. We compare the results obtained by iterating the TP and TP, operators with respect to the same Datalogsz program P:
Theorem 3.8. For any Datalogsz program P and any predicate symbol R in P
R(c,,

. , ck) E TP”(0)

c

(R, G) E TPz(0) A [c,/x~, . . ,ck/xk] + G.

Proof. By simultaneous induction on TP and TP,. The base case holds trivially and
the induction step follows from Lemma 3.6.
Note that the number of iterations of TP and TP, is the same. However, the TP
operator would have to operate on infinite ground interpretations.
This arrangement also shows how other evaluation procedures based on the constraint operations or the TP operator can be utilized for constraint query evaluation,
e.g., the semi-naive bottom-up evaluation [22], or the SLG resolution [18,21].
3.2. Termination
We show termination of an arbitrary Datalogsz program by showing that the set
of all possible periodicity graphs of given arity is finite for any given DatalogGz program.
Definition 3.9 (Upper bound). Let P be a DatalogGz program, {Cl, . . , Cn} a set of all
constraints in P (including the input database), and ki the modulo factor in the
constraint CL. Then we say that a(P) = lcm{k, 10 < i < n} is the maximal modulo
factor for P.
We show that for a given DatalogEz program (with respect to a fixed set VK) the
labels of all the edges of the periodicity graphs are bounded by a constant. This is
shown for the periodicity constraints first.
Lemma 3.10. Let C be a satisfiable periodicity constraint that occurs in a Datalogcz
program P and G a periodicity graph equivalent to C. Then for all edges
e E EG: cxG(e) < a(P).
Proof. By structural induction on C. For an atomic C the claim holds trivially; for
C = Cl A C2, the claim follows from Lemma 2.8, and for C = 3x.Ct, the claim
follows from Lemma 2.14,
The application of TP, also preserves the bound:
Lemma 3.11. Let P be a Datalogsz program, I 3 0, and (A, G) E TP’,(0). Thenjkw all
edges e E EG: xc(e) < cc(P).
Proof. By induction on i. The claim holds trivially for 0. Let (A, G) E TPz’(0). By
definition of the TP, operator, (A,G) is the result of applying the TP, operator on
the set TP’, (0). The claim holds by IH for all periodicity graphs in TPL (0): it also
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holds for all satisfiable periodicity constraints by Lemma 3.10. G is constructed using
a clause in P, i.e., G = q+)(Gt
A . A G, A Gc). Thus, the claim holds for (A, G)
by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.14, and the idempotence of the lcm operation.
Using the above two lemmas, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.12. The bottom-up
3.3. Complexity

of bottom-up

evuluation

of any

DatalogEz terminates.

evaluation fbr Datalog”

The number of applications of the TP, operator in Algorithm 4 can be bounded
for each DatalogEz program as follows.
Lemma 3.13. Let P be a DatalogSz program, R a predicate symbol in P, and a the arity
of R. Then the number of difSerent elements of TPg(0) of the form (R. G) is at most
E(P)

a(a+l)
.

Proof. For every edge e in G we have only N(P) different labels c(c(e) by Lemma 3.11
and only u(P) different labels Pc(e) by the definition of periodicity graphs (Definition
2.2). All the graph components of the elements (R, G) E TPE(0) have exactly
ia(a + 1) edges.

The actual number of the periodicity graphs in the resulting model is usually smaller due to subsumption checking (Lemma 2.15). For simple constraints the bound is
a(P)‘” as there are only a nontrivial edges in any of the periodicity graphs. Because
the input database is represented by unit clauses in the DatalogS program P. the
data complexity [23] is measured with respect to the number of clauses in P.
Theorem 3.14. Let P be a DatalogGz program where all the atomic constraints are
from %?K where n is the number of clauses in P (including facts). Then Algorithm 4
terminates in O(n) steps.
Proof. Let a be the maximal arity of atoms in P, v the number of distinct variables in
a single clause of P, p the number of predicate symbols in P, and m the maximal
number of goals in any clause in P. An application of the TP, operator takes at most
mO(v2) + 0(v4) steps for each clause in P and each of the M(P)~(~+‘) possible

assignments of named periodicity graphs to goals in the body of the clause. The
subsumption check takes another a2a(P)‘(“+‘) steps. Because there are at most
pa(P) ‘(‘+l) different elements in the TPY(0)
zz (by Lemma 3.13), the total time needed
to compute the least model is at most:
a2a(P)++‘) )~+‘(rno(v’)

n

+ O(v~))]pa(P)~(O+“.

[(

Therefore the computation takes O(n) time as u, m, p, u, and cc(P) are constants for a
given P with respect to gK and u(P) is bounded by a constant that depends only on K.
For simple periodicity constraints the application of TP, takes only mO(v) time.
Note that the complexity of the subsumption checking does not affect the overall
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complexity of the bottom-up evaluation - it depends on the maximal arity of predicates but not on the size of the database.
The testing if a standard relational tuple belongs to the computed model can be
also done in PTIME:
Theorem 3.15 (Tuple recognition). Let P be a Datalogcz program where all the atomic
constraints are from %?Kand A(cl, . . . , ck) be a ground atom. Then P k A(cl, . . , ck) is
decidable in O(n).

Proof. The bottom-up evaluation procedure for P takes O(n) time by Theorem 3.14,
testing if A belongs to the TP!!(0) takes constant time (with respect to the size of P)
by Lemma 3.13.
In the rest of this section we show that the restriction to a fixed set K of the modulo factors is crucial for obtaining the polynomial bound. ’ We show an exponential
lower bound for Datalogzz programs that do not meet this requirement. To show
this bound we use the following proposition.
Proposition 3.16 (The cyclic primary decomposition theorem [3]). Anyfinite Abelian
group is isomorphic to a Jinite product of cyclic groups of prime power orders, and the
list of the prime power orders is unique up to permutation.
Using this proposition we construct a DatalogEz program that generates all elements of a sufficiently large group Z,, where P will be at least exponential in the size
of the Datalogzz program.
Example 3.17. Consider the DatalogGz program in Fig. 2. Then the query query(X)
produces the set of constraint tuples
{X+i:O<i<P},

where P=pO .pI .,.. . P~_~. The size of this set is clearly exponential in the size of
the input database as n + Cj’:ipi < (n + l)pn_, . The fact that this program generates
all the constraints follows immediately from Proposition 3.16 and the fact that the
growth rate of the sequence of primes is approximately nlogn [16,17]; every element
of Z, is isomorphic to the product of the appropriate elements in the individual
groups Z,. These elements are represented by the constraints X E,,, j and thus any
particular element of the group Z, is uniquely determined by the conjunction of such
constraints over all p2.
3.4. Negative periodicity constraints and stratt$ed negation

One possible extension of DatalogSz is allowing negative periodicity constraints
of the form x $k y + c. It is easy to see that such a constraint can be defined in DatalogFz using the following definition:
X$k(J’+C):

x-_kb+(c+l)modk),

x$k

x=kb+(c+2)modk),

(JJfC):

5 It is not necessary

to guarantee

termination.
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D.

begin(a0).
cong(a0, X)
cong(al, X)
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edge(al,az).
c
t

. . . edge(a,-l,a,).

x z:po 0
x Ep* 0

cong(an_l,X)t

X +n_l

go(N,X) :- end(N).
go(N,X) :- cong(N,X),
query(X) :- start(N),

0

end (a,) .

...
...

cong(a0, X)
cong(al, X)

...

cong(a,-1,X)+

edge(N,M),
go(N,X).

where n > 0, pa, . . , pn_ 1 are distinct

go(M,X)

t
t

X EpO (po - 1)
X Epl (pl - 1)
X 3P,_l

(p,-I

- 1)

.

prime numbers,

and a~, . . . , a, distinct

con-

stants.
Fig. 2. Datalogez program with unrestrictednumber of module factors.

xfk

(y+c):

xq.

b+(c+k--1)modk).

For a fixed K, the definitions represent a fixed set of clauses added to the original
Datalogzz program. Therefore the data complexity results obtained in the previous
section apply to this case as well.
Similarly we can introduce the strutzjied negation [22] to DatalogEz programs and
preserve the data complexity bounds:
Definition

3.18. Let G be a periodicity

graph over the set of variables X. Then we

define
l”(G) = {G.&z x,y E NG,X < y,O,<i < a~(x,y)},
where G,;,. is a periodicity graph that represents a single atomic constraint
x -ac(x.JJ)(Y + W,Y)
+ 4 mod Q&Y)).
Let I be a finite set named periodicity graphs and A an atom. We define
l;(I)

= ((A, AG;):

over all (A, Gi) E R such that G: E 1%(G,)}.

with
The 7: operation allows us to define the complement of a z-interpretation
respect to a given atom. Clearly the above operations are well defined using the operations on periodicity graphs. Moreover, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.19. Let 8 be a valuation

and I a =-interpretation.

(i) 3(A1 G) E I.0 b G V 3(A, G’) E ~z(I).a

Then

b G’;

(ii) V(A, G) E I.0 p G V V(A, G’) E 1: (I).0 k G’.
Moreover,

7: preserves

closure over %?K.

Proof. Immediate from Definition of 7: and Lemma 2.8.

The bottom up evaluation of stratified DatalogEz’ programs can be now defined
by repeating the following two steps for every stratum of the given Datalog’z’ program, starting from stratum 0:
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1. apply Algorithm 4 on stratum j yielding an =-interpretation I,,
2. compute
for every A appearing negatively in stratum j + 1.
Correctness of this algorithm follows immediately from the correctness of Algorithm 4 and Lemma 3.19. In addition, because the 7: preserves closure over (dK,
the complexity analysis from Section 3.3 carries over to the case of stratified Datalog”’ programs. Note that the data complexity depends on the set of (prime) modulo factors present during the bottom-up evaluation of the program and that this set
is not affected by the -2 operations. Therefore the complexity bounds remain the
same as in the case of definite Datalogzz.
-,“(Ij)

3.5. Translation

to pure Datalog

In this section we investigate the following question: given a fixed set of modulo
factors K, is it possible to express every Datalog” program in standard Datalog? It
is fairly easy to see that for every k E K there are only finitely many different periodicity constraints over two variables. However, we cannot merely substitute every pair
of variables in the original clause by a variable holding the periodicity constraint between these two variables:
Example 3.20. Consider the following DatalogGz program (for simplicity we use only
unary periodicity constraints):
a(X) +- b(X): c(X).

b(X) +- X z-2 0.

c(X) + X -_3 0.

A naive translation to Datalog may try to use a ground representation of the periodicity constraints using pairs of values (similarly to a periodicity graph), yielding
the following clauses:
a(Xk?xC) + 6(&,X,),

c(&,Xc).

b(2.0).

c(3,0),

where & represents the modulo factor and X, the remainder class. Now it is easy to
see, that such a naive translation fails to produce X =_60 (the least common multiple
of 2 and 3).
The reason for the failure of the naive translation lies in the fact that in the constraint setting a value of a single variable in a Datalogzz clause can be rejned by adding additional constraints. This is not possible in pure Datalog: once a variable is
instantiated to a constant it can never change its value (as the only constraints in pure
Datalog are of the form x = a).
In addition, unlike pure Datalog, DatalogEz allows constraints between two variables. Therefore, to perform a projection a proper quantifier elimination has to be
performed (rather than simple dropping of the variable).
The way around these problems is to define the query processing on a ground representation
of the periodicity constraints: Every atomic periodicity constraint
X, -k Xj + c represented by a pair of integers (k, c) in the translated program; ’
the true constraint is represented by (1,O). Using this representation, for every clause

’ Technically we are allowed only atomic values in pure Datalog. However, it is easy to see that these
pairs can be represented by a single integer as both the values come from a finite set.
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B,.

in a given DatalogGz program we create a pure Datalog clause as follows:
1. For every atomic constraint X; q Xi + c in C we add a goal Xi = (k, c). We
add XI:!= (1.0) if no such constraint exists. The variable Xi:! represents the
constraint between Xi and Xi, i < j; X$ stands for the constraint between 0
and X; (the unary constraint on Xi).
. . ,Xz) and
2. For every atom B/(X,, . ,Xk) we create an atom B@$‘,X,,
add it to the body of the new clause.
3. If Xj and Xi, i < j are free variables in B, (or i = 0) we add the following conjunct to the body of the translated clause

4.

where and is a relation holding the values obtained using Proposition 2.7 for
all pairs of modulo factors in K and all the appropriate remainder classes;
this table is finite because the set of modulo factors is fixed. The superscript
k is the highest superscript used for Xij in the generated clause so far (in this
way we generate fresh names).
For all triples i < k < j we add the conjuncts
,,,(xl;,,IYj~.X,:T’),and(~~,XJjt’,X~+2),

where truns is a relation that captures compositions of two constraints similarly to the normalization algorithm and k, kl, and k2 are the highest superscripts used with the respective variables. This step is repeated t times where t
is the number of variables in the clause.
5. The head of the resulting clause contains all the X; with the maximal k such
that X; and Xi, i < j, were in the original head (or i = 0).
Essentially, step 3 simulates computing the intersection of the individual periodicity graphs edge-by edge and step 4 represents the normalization step in the TP, operator. Step 3 can be avoided by converting all constraints in the given Datalog”
program to a common modulo factor lcm K (using disjunctions where necessary).
However, this way we may end with a disjunction of (ground representations of)
constraints rather than with a single constraint with a smaller modulo factor. Step
4 can be avoided by allowing only simple periodicity constraints (we see in the next
section that this does not reduce the expressive power of the language).

4. Combining classes of constraints over integers
In this section we show how periodicity constraints can be combined with other
classes of constraints over integers in the framework of Datalog.
4.1. Gap-order constraints
First we combine the constraint language developed so far with Datalogcz (Datalog with gap-order constraints [12,13]).
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Definition 4.1 (Gap-order constraint). Let u and 1 be integers, c a nonnegative integer,

and x,y, .. . be variables over integers. Then a finite conjunction of formulas of the
form I < x,x < U,and x + c < y is called a gap-order constraint (tuple).
Conjunctions of gap-order constraints can be efficiently represented using gap
graphs [12] (directed acyclic graphs where nodes represent variables and the lower
and the upper bounds of constraints, and directed labeled edges represent gaps the minimal integer distance between nodes). This representation also supports all
the necessary operations for closed-form bottom-up evaluation [ 121.
We show that the combination of these two approaches still has a closed-form
evaluation procedure and the complexity bound does not increase.
Definition 4.2 (Datalog’zs<z programs). Let P be a finite set of clauses of the form
A +- C,,C?,B ,,...,

Bk.

where A, B,, . . . , Bk are atoms, Ci is a satisfiable periodicity constraint in gK, and C’?
is satisfiable gap-order constraint. Then P is a Datalog’z,<z program.
4.1.1. Complexity of consistency checking
Consistency (satisfiability) checking of periodicity graphs and gap-order graphs
(separately) can be done in polynomial time with respect to the size of the graph
(cf. Section 2 and [12,13]). However,
Theorem 4.3. Consistency checking of a conjunction of a periodicity graph with a gap
graph is NP-complete.
Proof. By reduction

of 3SAT to satisfiability of conjunctions of constraints of the
form x =k (y + c) and x + c < y. Let S be an instance of 3SAT over variables
Xk and clauses cl, . . . , cn. We encode S by a quantifier-free
conjunction of
XI,....
periodicity and gap-order constraints as follows:
Encoding of variables xi: For every variable x, we create a formula
6(Xi)

=

(Z, -2

Z* +

1) A (-1 <

Zi <

Encoding of clauses c,: Let c, = If

2) A (-1 <

V 12 V 1:.

Z* <

2).

We define a formula

Y(Cj)= (yj =2 tf) A (y, =3 tf) A (y, -_5 t;, A (0 < y, < 30).
wheretj=Zkif1{=Xpandrj=.z;ifl~=~xkforO<j<3.
The whole instance S is then reduced to the formula

cp(S)=

A @Xi)A A Y(Ci).
O<i<k

O<lSrl

It is easy to see that a satisfying assignment of values to the free variables of q(S)
yields a satisfying assignment to S, where xi is true if and only if zi = 1. Clearly, q(S)
can be represented as a conjunction of a periodicity graph with a gap graph.
On the other hand:
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Theorem 4.4. Consistency checking of a conjunction of a periodicity graph constructed
from simple periodicity constraints only and a gap graph can be decided in PTIME.
Proof. By generalization
of the consistency
checking procedure
given in [12]; the
algorithm
computes the length of every path from the lower bound to the upper
bound of the gap-graph by adding the gap sizes on the edges of the path. Moreover,
for every node along the path, the length of the partial path from the lower bound to
this node is rounded up with respect to the periodicity constraint associated with this
node. The graph is consistent iff the length of every path is shorter than the difference
between the lower and upper bounds in the gap-graph. Fig. 3 gives an algorithm for
consistency checking of such conjunctions.
Limiting the periodicity constraints
to the form x =k c does not reduce the expressive power of the query language. In the case of Datalog, all the constraints
of the
form x =i: (y + c) can be defined using the following Datalog”
clauses:
X=;k (y+c):

x-k(,A\=-_kC,

X-k

X-_k 1 Ay--x

(y+c):

x-_X (_,+c):

X-_k (k-

(Cf

1),

l)/,ym

(c-

1).

The disadvantage
of this solution is that we need to store more rules in the database.
Moreover, the overall complexity of the bottom-up
evaluation
is exponential
in
the arity of predicate symbols in the program. Thus even using a NP-complete
consistency checking procedure does not have an impact on the overall data complexity.
However, we consider only simple periodicity constraints
in the rest of the paper, for
which satisfiability
checking is in PTIME.

consistent(G,H)
if acyclic(G)

=
then

for every path

1 -%

x1 3

.

“s

z, -% u do

P := 1 $ CrG(eO)
for i := 1 to n do
P := IP15,
p := p + aG(ei)

ifp>u
then
return false
return true
else
return false
where crG(e) is the value of the gap associated
with the edge E in G, 1 and u
are the lower and upped bounds of G, and [plz, is the rounding up to the smallest
integer p’greater than or equal to p and satisfying the constraint
p’ Ed,,
PH(z;).
Searching
through
all the paths from 1 to u can be efficiently
achieved using a
dynamic programming
technique.
Fig. 3. Consistency

checking

for conjunctions

of simple periodicity

and gap constraints.
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4.1.2. Bottom-up evaluation
Now we show that while we cannot compose the two classes over integers immediately, we can reuse a large portion of the algorithms developed so far:
1. we can reuse the constraint conjunction and subsumption operations for the indi-

vidual classes, but
2. we have to develop a new constraint projection operation and a new satisfiability
check.
4.5. A (=, <)-interpretation
is a set of triples (A, G,H) where A is a
predicate symbol, G is a periodicity graph, and H is a gap graph, respectively. A, G.
and H must have the same arity.

Definition

In the definition of the consequence operator TP,., we can reuse the conjunction
and subsumption procedures defined for the component classes of constraints. We
can also use the consistency check from Theorem 4.4. However, the most complex
operation - the quantifier elimination - has to take care of the interactions between
the periodicity constraints and the gap-order constraints [25]:
Example 4.6. Assume that we want to eliminate quantifier 3y from the constraint:

(3y)(x+c,

<yAy+c2

<zAy=nd).

Clearly we cannot replace it simply by x + cl + c2 + 1 < z as in the case of gap-order
constraints: we need to take into account the periodicity constraint y sk d, i.e., we
have to make sure that there is at least one integer of the form {d + nk} between
x + cl and z - cz. Thus, the equivalent quantifier-free formula is
(x+c,+l)-kd

A x+c,+C2+1<ZV

(x+c,+2)=kd

A x+c,+cz+2<zV

(x +

cl

-+

k)

-k

d A x +

cl

+

c2

+

k < z.

It is easy to see that the variable y was successfully eliminated and the resulting constraint is a disjunction of conjunctions of periodicity and gap-order constraints,
This idea is used for the projection operation needed in the TP,., operator; a similar idea was used in [9]; our procedure is simpler due to a different representation of
constraints, especially we can omit the normalization (in the sense of [9]) of constraint tuples. ’
Algorithm 5 (Projection). Let G be a periodicity graph, H a gap-graph, y a node in
both
G
and
H,XENH
, zI E NH ;ck
ti;t
(y $,z;
&
is
labeled
with

c(i.e.,x+c<y),z~
,...
H is labeled with cj for
0 < j < 1, and y Sk d E G. We form a set 0; graphs (Gi?Hi) for 0 < i < k by
modifying G and H as follows.

’ The normalization

in [9] is different from Definition

2.10 and requires

whole rekrrions to be normalized.
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=

if indegree
then

= 0

return {(G - (~1, H - (~1))
else
let 2 be a node such that (xc, y) E EH
and 1 be the number of nodes, such that (y, zi) E EH in
for all 0 < i 5 1 do
create a gap graph Hi such that EH, = EH - {(x, y)} U {(I, zi)}
where “H,(Z, Zi) := QH(Z, y) + ~H(Y, .Zi) + i
create a simple periodicity
graph G; such that
return

Gi := GA G,,,(,,(,)-,,(,,,)-i)
ui (if (Gi,H;)
is consistent

then qe(y,(Gi,

Hi))

else {})

Fig. 4. Pseudocode for Algorithm 5.
1. Delete

the edge (x, y).
edges (x,zj) with the label c + cj + i.
x zk (d - c - i).
3. Add the constraint
4. Check the resulting pair (Gj;Hi) for consistency
2. Insert

and discard

inconsistent

pairs.

We apply this transformation
recursively on each of the consistent pairs (G,,Z)
until all the edges ending in y are eliminated from the gap graphs. Then we remove
node y and all incident edges from all the resulting pairs of graphs (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Lemma 4.7. Let {(G;, Hi) 1i E I} be the set oj’gruphs produced by Algorithm
puir (G: H) with respect to a variable y. Then jbr all vuluations 0:

Proof. By induction
for any valuation

on indegree
(cf. Fig. 5). If indegree
8,O k (G - {y},H - {y}) if and only

5 from the

= 0 in G, then clearly
if &z/y] 1 (G, H) for a

The transitions labeled by 2; correspond to a recursive call of qe(y,(G, H)) after
processing the edge (CC;,y) and the last step corresponds to the final removal of node
y in the base step of the algorithm. Note that in every recursive call we produce
up to k different graphs; the figure depicts only the shape of the generated graphs,
not the actual labels.
Fig. 5. Algorithm 5 applied to node _v.
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sufficiently small a E Z. Such an a must exist as there is no lower bound on the
variable y in G.
For indegreeb) = k we select a node x such that (x, y) E G. One iteration of the qe
procedure removes this edge from G and adds edges from x to all successors of y in G
with the appropriate labels (cf. Example 4.6, Algorithm 5, and [25]). Thus the resulting set of graphs is equivalent to the original graph and indegree
= k - 1. Application of the inductive hypothesis on each of these graphs gives us the desired
conclusion.
Thus, Algorithm 5 defines the projection operation for periodicity graphs combined with gap graphs. To eliminate all the existential quantifiers we apply this algorithm recursively to its own output until all the existential quantifiers are eliminated
from the original pair of gap- and periodicity graphs.
The projection operation produces a possibly large set of graphs from a single
graph. This is often considered a space complexity problem. However, in the framework of Datalog it is not true: even in standard Datalog each relation is represented
as a collection of its tuples. In our case we still manage to represent often infinite sets
of tuples by a single element.
The consequence operator is now defined in the usual way
Definition

4.8. Let P be a DatalogGz,<z program and I an f, <-interpretation.

TP,,<(Z)={(A,G,H):

I,..., B,EP.

A+-C,,Cz,B
(II,, Gi,H,)

EI

G’ = G, A .
H’=H,

for all 0 < i 6 m,

A G, A Gc, .

/\...r\H,,,r\H,,

(G, H) E nw(AJ(G’? H’)

where Gc, is a periodicity graph corresponding
sponding to C,.

_(

not subsumed by I}.

to C, and Hcz is a gap graph corre-

We omitted the renaming functions in the definition of TP,., as for both gap-order graph and simple periodicity graphs the functions are trivial. We can show that
the bottom-up evaluation of a Datalog’z,<z program using Algorithm 4 (using TP,,,,
instead TP,) is correct with respect to the standard bottom-up evaluation:
Theorem 4.9. For any DatalogEz,<z program P and any predicate symbol R in p
R(C,) . . >Q) E TP”(0)

+==+ (4 G,ff)

E TP”,<(0) A [c,/x,.

. . ,ck/xk] b G

A[c,/x,,...

. Q/-Q] b H

Proof. By simultaneous induction on the iterations of TP and TP,.,;
proof of Theorem 3.8.

To show termination of Datalog’z,‘z
Datalogzz. and Datalogcz:

we use the termination

similarly to the

results shown for
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Definition 4.10. Let I be a (=, <)-interpretation.
n,(1)

= {(A, G):

(A, G,H)

and

E Z}

We define
n,(Z)

We use the projections of the interpretation
tions of the TP,,, operator.
Lemma 4.11. Let P be u Datalog’z,<z

program.

j-cs(TP’,,<(B)) C -W,(0) and rc<(TP’,,(0))

3S (1998) 263-290

= {(A,H):

to bound

(A,G,H)

the total number

E I}.
of itera-

Then

C TP:(0)

for all 0 < i, whew TP,(TP,)
is the immediate consequence operator with respect to the
program P where ull the gup-order (periodicity) constraints have been removed.
Proof. By induction

on i.

Corollary 4.12. The bottom-up

evaluation

terminates for all Datalog’z.<z

programs.

Combination
of results in [ 12,141 shows DEXPTIME-completeness
of Datalogcz
(again, a data-complexity
result). The addition of periodicity constraints
does not affect this result.
To show a polynomial
bound for the tuple recognition procedure for Datalogzz <’
programs we use the same technique: the tuple recognition
runs in PTIME (follows
from Theorem 3.15 and the complexity of the TEST Algorithm
[12]). a
4.1.3. Negation
[12] shows that Datalog<“.’
Adding stratified negation to Datalogcz is nontrivial:
with full stratified negation is Turing-complete
(and thus termination
of queries cannot be guaranteed),
[ 151 defines a syntactic restriction on stratified Datalog<z.’ programs where queries are terminating
(but nonelementary).
The second approach can
be immediately
combined with unary periodicity constraints
to obtain a safe version
of stratified Datalog’z.<z,‘.
The addition of periodicity constraints does not affect the
query evaluation
complexity.
4.2. Equulity

constraints

So far we have not mentioned
the most natural class of constraints
on integers the equality constraints,
which are needed to include the “standard”
Datalog over
integers. There are two kinds of equality constraints
we want to consider:
1. x = c, where x is a variable and c is an integer constant. This kind of constraints
can be handled directly using the gap-order constraints:
(x=d)

m

(d-l

<x<d+l).

s The degree of the polynomial is higher than in standard Datalog - O(u?) for atoms of arity a (exactly
(a + 1) (a + 2)/2 for DatalogSC7 and 20 + 2 for Datalog”‘).
This is because the values are assigned top&s
of attributes rather than to single attributes. In both cases the exponmtiurrd expression is a constant with
respect to the size of the program.
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2. x = Y, where both x and Y are variables. In [12] this kind of constraints is handled by adding extra information to the gap-graphs. In the case of DatalogEz it can
be done in the same way; in all cases we need some mechanism to represent a single
constraint of the form x = Y.
For constraint classes closed under conjunction we can use following lemma.
Lemma 4.13. Let cp be a constraint where x and y are free variables. Then
cPA(x=y)

*

cPAcp[XlY>Yl4.

After applying this lemma we can eliminate either x or y using the quantifier elimination procedure described in the previous section. If x = y is the only constraint we
can just ignore it.
5. Classes of constraints with disjoint domains

The previous section suggests that we can integrate various classes of constraints
into Datalog. The main difficulty in doing so is the design of the quantifier elimination procedure (projection). This becomes much simpler when we combine classes of
constraints with disjoint domains (like integers and uninterpreted constants). Then
because of the ‘constraint’ approach, the evaluation of each of the classes is independent of the other classes. The only meeting point is the consistency checking or the
tuple membership checking (the tuple membership checking may be considerably less
complex than the consistency checking).
Definition 5.1 (Datalogyl%..+yn). Let Yi be a class of constraints for 0 <
that a finite set of clauses of the form
A+C,,....

i 6 n.

We say

C~,BI,...,B,.

WhereAandBi,..
: B, are predicate symbols, and C, is a satisfiable constraint in Yi,
is Datalog”l....,.rn program.
Note that each of the classes Yj contains the trivial constraint true.
Definition 5.2. Let Y be a class of constraints, TPy be the consequence operator for
Datalogy, and P be a Datalogy program and C a clause in P. The relativized
consequence operator is defined as TPy with respect to the program {C} and denoted
7P;.
A (9,). . , Y,)-interpretation
is a set of (n + 1)-tuples (A, G,, . . . , G,) where A is a
predicate symbol and Gi are finite representation of a constraint in Ci. All G,‘s have
the same arity as A.
Definition 5.3. Let P be a Datalog91).,..“n program, such that the domains of Yi and
ryj are disjoint for all i # j. Let I be a (9’1,. . . , Y,)-interpretation.
Let
TQ,(I) = {(A, Gj): (A, Gi, . . . , G,) E I}. Then let
TP.v ,,._..Y,(I)={(A,G,

,...,

G,): A+-BI ,..., B,,Cl,...,

GEP,

Gi = TP$B”““Bmc’( TC~,(I)) exists}.
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Note that Gi must exist for each 0 < i < n. This may not always be the case (e.g., in
the case of Datalog’z.<z no atom is produced if the resulting gap-graph is inconsistent).
The correctness of the bottom-up evaluation of Datalog”l~.~.~~‘is
~ proven similarly
to the Datalog’z,<z case.
Theorem 5.4. For a Datalog91%..,,Yflprogram
R(Q) . . . ,a) E Tf’“(0)

r\[c,/x~,...,ck/xk]

-

(4 G,.

P and a predicate

symbol R in P

. ,G,) E TP$ ,,,,...JJ)

bG,forallO<i<n.

Proof. By simultaneous

induction on the number of iterations of TP and TP,v,,,....v,
similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.8.

The termination of the bottom-up evaluation for Datalog’l,...,.Yn is proven by an
extension of the technique used in Lemma 4.12:
Lemma 5.5. Let P be a DatalogY1,...%Yn
program.
q WY,

Then

,,..,.r, (0)) c TPI,, (0)

foraIlO<j<nandO<i.
Proof. Immediate from Definition 5.3.

Note that the TPfY, operator is applied on clauses of P projected to Datalog”/
(i.e., all constraint goals except C, are deleted from the clauses of P).
Corollary 5.6. Let TPY$,befinite jbr every 0 < j < n. Then the TP”,,, ,Y”(0) isfinite and
thus the bottom-up evaluation of an arbitrary DatalogY1x,....‘nprogram terminates.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.5.

We can use the standard bottom-up evaluation algorithm and the termination of
all queries is guaranteed. Moreover, the product of the cardinalities of the TP$ sets
bounds the number of TP applications needed to reach the fixed point. Especially, if
all the sets are polynomial in the size of the program then we have PTIME evaluation procedure. The tuple recognition procedure for Datalogy], yn can be based on
the combination of tuple recognition procedures for Datalog~‘] in similar way as in
Definition 5.3.
We use this definition to add the standard domain of “uninterpreted constants” to
our framework of constraints.
5.7. Let D be a flat domain of “uninterpreted constants” equipped with
equality only. Then we can define language DatalogZD as follows:
1. a =-interpretation is a set of tuples (A, RA) where A is an atom and RA is a corresponding A-tuple over D.
2. a conjunction of two atoms (A, RA) and (B, RB) is a tuple where fields of RA are
matched against fields of Re with the same name,
3. a conjunction of atoms is consistent if the matching is successful,
4. a projection operation is simple removing a field from the tuple, and
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5. (A,&) subsumes (A,SA) iff S, = RA.
Both the TPzD operator and the bottom-up evaluation procedure are an immediate instance of Definition 5.3.
The bottom-up evaluation of DatalogED program is exactly the same as in standard Datalog. But this is not the only way of thinking about bottom-up evaluation
in DatalogzD. We can also choose the =-interpretation to be a set of finite relations
over D. Then conjunction becomes the natural join, projection becomes the relational algebra projection, and subsumption becomes the subset relation. Also the consistency checking is easy: we simply look only for nonempty relations.
Now we can use Definition 5.3 to define the language Datalog’D,<Z,‘Z. The result
is the language developed in the previous section enriched by the standard domain of
uninterpreted constants. The evaluation procedure is again the standard bottom-up
evaluation algorithm.
Note that we do not need a specialized consistency checking procedure over all the
conjunctions of =D,<Z, and =Z constraints. The reason is that the domains D and 2
are disjoint and thus we can check the consistency separately.
6. Conclusion
We have described bottom-up evaluation procedures for several versions of Datalog enhanced with constraints over integers and provided a general way for combining various classes of such constraints into a single language. We have also shown
complexity bounds for the bottom-up evaluation algorithm.
Below we list some further directions of research.
Expressiueness: In [I] the expressiveness of a number of deductive and constraint
query language is discussed. However, only monadic programs are considered there.
It is interesting to see, whether the expressiveness of query languages defined in this
section can also be formally characterized.
EfJicient Implementation: Periodicity constraints define nonconvex sets. In this respect they differ from most common constraint languages. Kanellaleis et al. [lo] describe how to adapt interval management techniques for indexing in constraint
databases. However, this approach works only for convex sets. Thus, periodicity
constraints call for new storage management techniques.
Bibliographical comments:
The work on the combination of Datalog rules with integer order constraints was
pursued in [12,13]. Integer based constraint queries have also been proposed in [9].
Most of the results about integers can be easily found in books on number theory,
e.g., [6,24], or [17] (if you read Polish). Other useful results about cyclic groups Z,
can be found in books on group theory and modern algebra, e.g. [3].
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